Siddharth Kothari won the International Design Olympiad 2019

International Design Olympiad (IDO) inspires students to build creative confidence through Design and Design thinking process, a human centred approach in problem solving.

This year, TOS student, Siddharth Kothari from class VI, Fawn won the IDO competition in the class 5-6 category. Siddharth along with many other students, from all over India had participated in the round 1 of the IDO way back in July 2019, which was a paper-based exam format intended to identify many design related attributes.

After clearing round 1, Siddharth cleared the regional level round to participate in the final round in the month of October 2019.
Our Director, Lakshmi Di and Principal, Namrata Di congratulated Siddharth for his achievement and encouraged him to reach greater heights with his creative and innovative thinking. The Orchid School is proud of this young achiever and wishes him a very bright future.